
Electronic Qadgeteering
and the War

As our nation rapidly adjusts itself
to an all-out war effort, we tighten
our belt another notch or two, cut
down our appetite for so many things
we crave, and accept the cold fact that
more and still more items roust come
under rigid priority regulation. Civil -
an requirements simply must give way
to military demands. Thus recent War
Production Board pronouncements
now rule out the general availability
of capacitors other than on priority
or, again, for essential replacement M
existing radio sets.

Meanwhile, we have been publishing
material for some time past on elec-
tronic gadgeteering, or, if you prefer,
industrial "electroneering," This series
has met with wide -spread interest and
acceptance. Many of our readers hwe
gone in for electronic gadgeteering.

Despite the fact that many compo-
nents are no longer generally avail-
able for electronic gadgeteering pur-
poses, it is our belief that many
readers have a supply or at least a
junk box of capacitors and other corn-
ponents on hand, with which they can
put together various electronic assem-
blies. Also there are those who work
in essential war industries where elec-
tronic gadgeteering may be applied to
good advantage and in which cases
favorable priority ratings may facili-
tate the procurement of necessary ca-
pacitors and other components.

Of course our series on electronic
gadgeteering was mainly in the nature
of laying down broad principles, rather
than dealing with specific applications.
Also, this series was definitely in-

tended to stimulate thinking along
such lines, and to encourage the
reader to develop his own versions
and usage, Even while this war is
on and commands our utmost efforts.
it is well to be nurturing ideas and
techniques and plans for the peace to
follow, when we shall once more re-
turn to peacetime pursuits and when
every possible employment oppor-
tunity will have to bc created to take
carrot our vast army of demobilized
fighters and wartime workers seeking
a place M our nation's economy.

So please bear with us even when
the components required are not avail-
able for civilian usage. Remember
that we are studying and developing
broad principles and possibilities, lay.
ing the foundation for an electronic
era, and that the recent series, "Indus-
trial Applications of Electronic De-
vices," was intended to stimulate ori-
ginal thinking and experimentation for
both the present Battle for Produc-
tion and for the future to come.
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 That well-known Aerovox symbol
features RESISTANCE as well as capa-
citance. Which means that Aerovox
provides fine resistors as well as fine
capacitors.

Therefore, make it Aerovox Resistors as
well as Aerovox Capacitors in your
work. Play safe-with top quality resis-
tors and capacitors; the right values for
the given function; a reputation second
to none when it comes down to de-
pendable, longest -life, economical ser-
vice. Millions of Aerovox resistors and
capacitors, in daily use, year after year,
tell their own story.

Order from Our Jobber
Simply ask our jobber about those Aerovox resistors.
Order your resistor requirements horn ho Ask for
a copy of the new 1942 catalog-or write us direct.
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Transformerless Power Supplies
PART I

By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Corporation

TRANSFORMERLESS power sup-
ply units are not new in principle.

The so-called "line rectifier" and vol-
tage doubler first attracted somewhat
widespread attention among radio set

of the high -voltage heater -cathode
dual rectifiers, appeared. The gradual
increase in distribution and application
of the several types of transformerless
power supplies has been concurrent
with growth of the midget ax.-d.c.
radio receiver.

Aside from the well-known radio ap-
plication, transformerless power sup -
lies are applicable to test instruments
and other electrical apparatus in
which space is limited or magnetic

such as might arise from trans
A119,rmers, undesirable. New attention is

centered upon this type of power unit
at this writing because the war emer
gency has made it increasingly diffi-
cult to obtain certain transformers.

All of the high -voltage -heater tube,
designed expressly for use in transfor-
merless power supplies are of small
size. The same is true of modern high -
capacitance electrolytic filter capaci-
tors. For certain applications, the
transformerless unit is desirable over
other types for inclusion in a small
space with other apparatus.

Transformerless units can deliver
ffc. power at high voltages or at the
line voltage. The voltage multiplier
circuits, while providing the potential
step-up, do not possess the voltage re-
gulation pounded by transformer
cuits. However, the current output and
regulation may be improved by meth-
ods which will be discussed later in
the text. One of the leading virtues of
the simple transformerless circuit-the
line rectifier-is its ability to operate
from either an a.c. or d.c. fine.

The usefulness of the transformer -
less rectifier circuit in certain applica-
tions has been slowly recognized. An
understanding of the operation of the
transformerless voltage multiplier coo
rats is not possessed bY anfficienk
radio men who are called upon to
work with this equipment.

This article will describe the various
transformerless power supply circuits
which have been adapted to radio re-
cevers, electrical test instruments,
photoelectric and electronic equip-
ment, and small radio transmitters.
Sufficient information will be given to
impart to the reader an understand-
ing of the circuit operation and to en-
able him to set up any one of these
circuits with the best components for
desired operation.

HALF -WAVE CIRCUIT

The simplest transformerless power
supply is the halLwave line rectifier
shown in Figure 1. This is the so-
called a.c.-dc. power unit. The gen-
eral design and operating principles of
half -wave rectifiers apply in full to
this circuit.

Operation of the circuit is well un-
derstood. The diode -type tube, V. con-
ducts only on positive halt of
line voltage, and during those intervals
the filter capacitor. C, is charged to a
voltage equal to the peak 1Me voltage
less the small drop through the tube.
On negative half -cycles, the plate of
the tube is negative with respect to
its cathode and it cannot conduct fur-
ther. The capacitor cannot discharge
back through the tube and into the
line, so it discharges through the load
resistance, R.

For the usual values of filter capaci-
tance and load resistance, the capacitor
will not get rid of its entire charge be-
fore the tube plate again becomes posi-
tive and charging current again flows.
Consequently, it is seen that the charg-
ing current on each succeeding posi-
tive half -cycle will find the capacitor
still partially charged. and no charg-
ing current will flow into the capacitor
until the instantaneous line voltage is
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HALF -WAVE RECTIFIER
FIG.1

sufficient to exceed the voltage across
the capacitor.

The tube passes current into both
the input filter capacitor and the res-
istor. Total cuffient through the mob
fier is the surn of the charging current
flowing into the capacitor and the
load -circuit current. Fora given tube,
this total rnust not exceed a certain
value stated by the tube manufacturer.
The tube table included in this article
shows the peak plate current which
may safely be handled by the various

tubes designed for transformerless
power supplies.

From a study of the capacitor and
resistor current magnitudes, it may be
seen that the average d.c. load current
is always only a fraction of the peak
plate current flowing through the rect-
ifier, If the filter capacitance permits
a rectifier current higher than the
manufacturer's rated peak value to
flow through a tube, small safety re-
sistors must be installed in each plate
lead to limit the total current to a safe
value. The value of these tube -pro-
tecting resistors may be obtained
from the manufacturer's data. How-
ever they are generally of the order
of 50 to 50 ohms and do not introduce
too great a voltage drop in the circuit.

Since the half -wave line rectifier uti-
lizes only alternate half -cycles of fine
voltage, the ripple frequency present
in the rectifier output will be identical
with the low line frequency. This
means that the half -wave transformer -
less circuit is not as easily filtered as
full -wave rectifiers. The supply fre-
quency, input filter capacitance, and
load resistance determine the ripple

voltage and ripple current magnitudes.
Choke input is rarely ever used with

the half -wave transformerless power
sff15151, capacitor input has been found
to be superior in this circuit. The
half -wave unit gives best results when
high -capacitance capacitors are used.
The 40-mfd. electrolytic capacitor has
been designed principally for this ap-
plication. A large input capacitance is
necessary to maintain the output vol-
tage at a reasonable level. Highffiests-
tance filter chokes are not recom,
mended for use in the half -wave
cuit, since the output voltage ffi al-
ready low-somewhat less than the
effective value of the line voltage-and
in most cases cannot be drastically
reduced.

VOLTAGE DOUBLER CIRCUITS
The transformerless voltage multi-

plier circuits make it possible to ob-
tain a high d.c. voltage without a step-
up transformer. Explained briefly, this
is accomplished by alternately charg-
ing two or more capacitors to the peak
line voltage, or very nearly so, and al-
lowing them to discharge M seff es so
that the total voltage will be the thin
of the voltages appearing across in-
dividual capacitors. This action is
achieved automatically by two or
more diode -type rectifier tubes which
perform the switching operation elec-
tronically.

The most familiar transformerless
voltage multiplier circuit is the voltage
doubler. The doubler is employed
widely in a.c.-operated midget radio

receivers to obtain plate voltages ap-
proximately equal to twice the line
voltage. Figures 2 and 3 shows vol-
tage -doubler circuits.

The circuit of Figure 2 is a full -wave
arrangement, also termed the sym-
metrical doubler circuit. This circuit
operates in the following manner:
When the plate of the diode V, is
positive, current flows through that
tube and charges the capacitor C, to
a voltage equal to the peak value of
the line voltage less the small drop
through V. The polarity of the
charged capacitor is then as indicated
in the diagram. During this half -cycle
of line voltage, the plate of V, is neg-
ative and that tube can pass no cur-
rnt.

When the line polarity reverses,
however, current will flow from the
lower side of the line, which is rtOw
positive, through the circuit contain-
ing V, and C, and back to the upper
side of the line. G is then charged to
a voltage equal to the peak line vol-
tage less the drop in V and its pol-
arity is as indicated in the diagram.

Note that the two sides of the cap-
acitors that are joined together are of
opposite polarity, which means that if
the capacitors did not discharge into
the Mad circuit the voltage now ap-
pearing across C, and C, in series
would be equal tomice the peak line
voltage less the small drops through
the two tubes. Hence, the term voltage
doubler.

C, really discharges through the
load resistance R while C, is charging.

CAPACITOR PEAK VOLTAGES
Or, Ce, LINE VOLTAGE X 1.41 Ca, LINE VOLTAGE X 2.82

FULL -WAVE DOUBLER
FIG. 2
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CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSFORMERLESS POWER SUPPLY TUBES

TYPE HEATER
VOLTAGE

HEATER
CURRENT

M&X,),PRE,A,K

VOLTAGE

"tu"RREIff"tttr'Et
(Per plate)
DC. 1,1a

CATHODE
VOLTAGE

MWAt.'
VOLTAGE'l Per
plate) .5 CURRENT

0.0.18A.
STYLE

1223 12.6 0.3 700 330 350 235 55 HALF -WAVE
25Y5
2525
2526

2526-6
2520-GT

25 0.3 450 350 235 75
Per plate

FULL -WAVE

3523 -LT
3524-GT

35

0

700 600 350 250 100 HALF -WAVE
35 0.15 720 600 350 250 100 0ALF-WAVE

3525-GT 35 700 600 350 235 100 HALF -WAVE
45,3 45

.6.15
075 350 175 1, 65 HALF -WAVE

4525-GT 45 0.15 700 600 350 250 100 HALF -WAVE
50Y6-GT 50 0.15 700 450 350 235 75 Per Alate FULL -WAVE
5027-d 50 0.15 700 400 350 235 65 Per plate FULL -WAVE
11226-GT 117 0.075 700 360 350 235 60 Per pHte FULL -WAVE

But the capacitor charge is not en-
tirely dissipated in the load in the
short interval before the polarity of
the line returns to positive, a residual
charge remaining in the capacitor.
Consequently, the charging of each
capacitor on subsequent positive half -
cycles begins only at that instant when
the instantaneous line voltage exceeds
the capacitor terminal voltage due to
the residual charge. The charging
then continues until a value is reached
equal to the line peak less the tube
drop. The capacitor then discharges
exponentially through the load, while
the other capacitor is charging, until
the drop across the load resistance
(due to the capacitor discharge) ex-
ceeds the instantaneous line voltage.

The voltage presented to the filter
is the actual potential difference be-
tween the positive terminal of C, and
the negative terminal of C. This value
would have a possible maximum,
under conditions of no load or x-
tremely light load, of double the line
peak The actual value, however, will
depend upon how much current is be-
ing drawn by the load resistance.

Due to the separate discharge of Ct
and C, on successive half -cycles, both
sides of the line cycle are uti-
lized by this circffit. The voltage pul-
sations are accordingly at twice the
lineRequency although the ripple
across each individual capacitor is at
the line frequency. In this respect, the
output of the full -wave voltage double'
resembles that of the fuldwave recti-
fier. The full -wave doubler is there-
fore much easier to filter than the half -
wave transformerless supply,

C, and C, are usually of the same
capacitance for best results, although
this is not an irnperative requirement
for circuit operation. These two capa-
citors are charged by separate diode
units in the same rnanner as in the
fulLwave rectifier, and the increased
output voltage afforded by the doubler
circuit is obtained from the two capa-
citor voltages in serieff Hence, the
capacitor voltages, due to charging,
never exceed the line peak and their
voltage rating may be the same as re-
commended by the capacitor manu-
facturer for half -wave service at hoe
voltage.

CAPACITOR PEAK VOLTAGES

G, , LINE VOLTAGE X 1.41
Ca, Ca, LINE VOLTAGE X 2.82

HALF -WAVE DOUBLER
FIG. 3
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Figure 3 shows a hall -wave doubler.
Operation o this circuit may be des-
cribed M the following manner: When
the plate of diode V, is positive, this
tube passes current, charging C, with
the polarity indicated and to a voltage
equal to the peak line voltage less the
tube drop.

line polarity reverses at
the end of the half -cycle, the voltage
due to the charge in C, will be added
to the line voltage. V, passes current
and C, is charged to a voltage equal
to the line peak (less the drop through

.plus the voltage across C. C, be-
gins discharging into the load resis-
tance as soon as V, begins conducting
and consequently does not quite re-
ceive the full charge which would be
equal to twice the line peak.

The "reservoir" capacitor C, is
never subjected to higher voltage than
the su of the line peak and ripple
voltagesm . Therefore, its voltage rating
may be the same as the low value per-
tnissible for half -wave transformerless
operation. C., on the contrary, receive3
approximately twice the peak line vol-
tage plus the ripple voltage and mu s

be rated to withstand this total. C,t

may have reversed current flow, de-
pending upon the capacitance and load
resistance.

For the some value of load resis-
tance, the half -wave doubler output is
lower than that of the full -wave cir-
cMt. Likewise, the half -wave doubler,
like the simple half -wave rectifier, is
more difficult to filter, since M this
circuit the ripple frequency corres-
ponds to the low line frequency.


